


You will enjoy this course if you enjoy your Mathematics and are prepared to work hard. To achieve the higher 
grades in this course you must be prepared to put in the hours of work. A significant majority of the course is 
Algebra based; requiring you to be able to work confidently with equations and graphs. As part of your study of 
Statistics you will be using a large data set provided by the Met office and some questions in section A of paper 3 
will involve the analysis of an extract from the data set. The use of technology permeates the study of A Level 
Mathematics and you are required to have a calculator which includes an iterative function and the ability to 
compute summary statistics and access probabilities from standard statistical distributions. 
 
The kind of learning habits you might be asked to draw upon include: 
 
 

 Organising your notes and using effective revision strategies to learn facts, terminology and procedures 
 Independently reading up on prior knowledge and new theories 
 Self-evaluating your understanding and misconceptions within a topic and taking actions to address any 

shortfall. 
 Thinking and communicating with clarity using subject specific vocabulary. 
 Constructing rigorous mathematical arguments (including proofs) 
 Questioning, posing problems and investigating new ideas 
 Translating problems in mathematical and non-mathematical contexts into mathematical processes. 
 Developing creative ways to solve problems by being thoughtful, calm and strategic. 

 
 

How can I prepare for the course? 

As you already know, to succeed in mathematics you need to be constantly using and building on your existing 
skills and knowledge. Your GCSE algebra is very important for a successful start to your studies for the pure papers 
and your GCSE Data Handling will be equally important in paper 3.  

It is very important that you do not •forgetŽ the knowledge and understanding you currently possess at the end of 
year 11. You will find it helpful to keep certain skills fresh in your mind so that you can use them readily at the start 
of year 12.  Induction and the summer break will also provide an excellent opportunity to explore mathematics in 


